Let f,(n, k) denote the maximum number of k-subsets of an n-set satisfying the condition in the title . It is proved that f,(n,r(t-1)+1+d)-(n 
. Preliminaries
Let X be an n-element set . For an integer k, 0--k < n we denote by (k) the collection of all the k-subsets of X, while 2' denotes the power set of X. A family of subsets of X is just a subset of 2 X . It is called k-uniform if it is a subset of (k) . A Steiner system Y = S(t, k, n) is an Y C (k) such that for every T E (;`) there is exactly one B E Y with T C B . Obviously, holds . A C (k)
is called a (t, k, n)-packing if I P fl P , I < t holds for every pair P, Y E 91. V . Rödl [10] proved that ISRAEL JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS, Vol . 51, Nos. [1] [2] 1985 FAMILIES OF FINITE SETS IN WHICH NO SET IS COVERED BY THE UNION OF r OTHERS' BY max{ I : 91 is a (t, k, n)-packing) _ (1-o(1)) I r l / ( 1 holds for all fixed k, t whenever n -.
' This technical report is published as a result of an FCAC Foundation grant .
Let [al ([b] ) denote the smallest (greatest) integer (not) exceeding a (b), respectively . We will use the Stirling formula, i .e ., n ! --(n/e )" N/2arn .
. Uniform r-cover-free families
We call the family of sets JW r-cover-free if F,, OF, U . . . U R holds for all F, ), F F, E J. (F, X F, if i j .) Let us denote by f,(n, k) the maximum cardinality of an r-cover-free family C (k ), X = n. Let us set t = [ k/r 1 . Then
To prove the lower bound we show that there exists a (t, k, n)-packing of this size . A (t, r(t -1) + l, n)-packing 91 is r-cover-free because P n P' t -1 holds for all P, P' E 91 . Generally This example and (1) gives the lower bound in the following theorem . 
holds in the following cases : This theorem determines asymptotically f,(n, k) forr several values of r and k. The first uncovered case is r = 3, k = 6 . The obvious conjecture that the maximum 9 has the structure given by Example 2 .2 is not true (cf . Theorem 2 .6) . A subset A C F E 9 is called an own subset of F if A 0 F' holds for all
Let us suppose X = {1, 2, . . ., n} and define max F = max{i : i c F} . DEFINITON 
.4 . A family
C (X), t, r > 2, is called a near t-packing if F rl F' ~ _ t holds for all distinct F, F' F= , moreover, I F n F' I = t implies max FZ F' (in words : the t-subsets of F containing max F are own subsets) . PROPOSITION 
.5 . If C (X) is a near t-packing then
is r-cover-free .
PROOF.
Suppose F C F, U . . . U F" F, E 39 Since F n F, < t, the sets F n F, form a partition into t-subsets of F. Choose F, containing max E Then F n F, is a t-subset of F containing max F and F n F C E However, F n F, was supposed to be an own subset of F, a contradiction . El THEOREM 2 .6 . There exists a near 2-packing C (_;) with (n 2 /(4r -2))-o(n 2 ) edges .
This theorem and Proposition 2 .1 give that f,(n, 2r) _ (I + o(1))n 2 /(4r -2) . It is easy to see that PROPOSITION 2 .7 . For fixed k and r, exists whenever n -oc .
By Proposition 2 .1 and (2) we have
In Chapter 5 we get the slightly better
but we have no general conjecture for the value of c,(k) not covered by Theorems 2 .3 and 2 .6 .
r-Cover-free families without size restriction
Denote by f ,(n) the maximum cardinality of an r-cover-free family C2X , X~=n.
In the case r = 1 the constraints reduce to F,) )2! F,, i .e ., the well-known Sperner-property . Hence (see [11] )
Suppose now that n is not too large compared to r.
P . ERDŐS E I' AL .
Isr . J . Math . EXAMPLE 3 .2 . Let q be the greatest prime power with q < Vn. Let Y = GF(q) X GF(q) be the underlying set and consider the graphs of the polynomials of degree at most d over the finite field GF(q) . Set Then I F n F' family .
This yields the lower bound for 2r' < n in the following :
For r = e we have
For n < ('z~) we have the following easy PROPOSITION 3 .4 . If n < ( ' 2 2 ) then f,(n) = n.
. Proof of Proposition 2 .1
If , is a maximal (t, k, n)-packing then for every G E (k) there is an F C such that I G n F I ? t holds . Hence we have Using {{(x, g(x)) : x E GF(q)} : g(x) = a,,+ a,x + + adx d , a; E GF(q) } .
this yields the lower bound . For the proof of the upper bound let us define the family X(F) the non own parts of F with respect to , i .e ., X(F) ={TCF :ITI=t,3F'yzF,F'E .f,TCF'} . 
(t) (k-t 1)-(t 1
holds, yielding the desired upper bound .
. Proof of Theorem 2 .3
Let . "= IF E 9 : 3S CF, S I < t -1, such that S C F' E 9 implies F'= Fl, i .e . " denotes the family of members of JW having an own subset of size smaller than t. Clearly, we have PROOF . Suppose for contradiction that U Ti (d + 1)t and let _15P IT,, Tz, . . . , Td+,, S,, Sz, . . . , S, d ,} be a partition of F such that I S ; = t -1 . Then for each P E there exists a F,( :-:: :g, F, / F with P C F. Hence F C U IF, : P E 311, a contradiction . 0 LEMMA 5 .2 . For F E 9 -9, we have
Moreover, equality holds in (5) was shown by Frankl (cf . [7] or [9] ) . For k > ko(t, d) Erdős [3] proved that
Later k,) (t, d) < 2t'd was established by Bollobás, Daykin and Erdős [2] . For
was proved by Erdős and Gallai [5] (for k ? (5d/2)+2) . The uniqueness of the optimal families was proved both in [2] and [5] . These results and Lemma 5 .1 imply (4)- (6) . 0
From now on we suppose that one of the cases (a), (b), or (c) holds, i .e ., (5) or (6) is fulfilled . We apply the following theorem of Bollobás [1] . LEMMA 
.3 . Let A
A", and B B," be finite sets and suppose that A ; n B; = 0 and A ; n B; / 6 holds for all i,4 j. Then Clearly x, f1 T, _ 0 . We claim that X; n T, 0 holds for all i,4 j . If X; = X -T, then this follows from the minimality of T,, i .e ., T ; ;,-' T, . Suppose X, _ X -T, -D(F) . If T is a t-subset of T, U D(F), then either T = T ; or T fl D (F) X 0 holds . Since T, is an own subset of some F' C 9 and F C 92, we infer TO (T, U D (F)), i .e ., T n X; x o . Now Lemma 5 .3 yields
Straightforward calculation shows that if n > 2dt( ;), then the coefficient of t is the smallest, hence we havẽ
as desired . Moreover, equality can hold only if ,, = 9, _ 0 . Finally, to get the extremal family we apply the second part of Lemma 5 .3, which yields that each D(F) is the same .
. Proof of Theorem 2 .6
We are going to use probabilistic methods .
LEMMA 6 .1 . Let Y be an m-element set, m ? 2r. Then there exist (2r -I)-uniform families 91
Pr such that P n P' _ o for P, P' E 3P ;, 1,9
(m l(2r -1)) -12r2Um, ~ P n P' J< 2 for all P E 2? ;, P' E -91; and s > m-l2/r2 . 
. Proof of Proposition 2 .7
Let k and r be fixed . Let gr (n, k) be the maximum size of an r-cover-free family .W such that for all F E , T C F, I T = t -1 we have an F'74 F, F' E 9 with (F n F') D T.
Such a family is called r-cover-free without small own subsets . Deleting successively the members of 9 having own (t -1)-subsets we can always obtain a Ifi C , W is without small own subsets . Obviously, t n1) hence we have
Hence it is sufficient to prove that for all E > 0 and n there exists an No (n, E ) such that (9) g
holds whenever N > No . Let 3 C (k), I X I = n be an r-cover-free family without own parts of cardinality at most (t -1) such that I ,W I = gr (n, k) . By Rödl's theorem (i .e . by (1) ) for N > No(n, E) there exists a (t, n, N)-packing over the N-element set Y, with I -OP I >(1-E)(N)l(t) .
Replace each P E by a copy of . We obtain an r-cover-free family on N points, yielding (9) .
Proof of Theorem 3 .1
The upper bound of 3 .1 comes from Proposition 2 .1 using the obvious f, (n) < Ik f, (n, k) and the Stirling formula .
The lower bound was obtained from Proposition 2 .1, also, with k = n/4r. We can get somewhat better lower bounds carrying out the proof given in [4] for the case r = 2 . (r + 1)(tr + 2)/2 .
